
Multi colour thread dokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00537
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This exquisite neckpiece will not just amplify your beauty but will also create a style statement.
This necklace has an exotic pendant design tied with a turquoise green and cinnabar red cord
with beads. This brass pendant is handcrafted and has the precise design which has a unique
texture and shade. This beautiful piece available at crafts Odisha makes a perfect birthday gift
for the ladies.
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Small star black-yellow dokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00539
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
The beauty of this necklace is beyond comprehension. Its gold shaded pendant has a beautiful
star design handcrafted on it. The yellow and black bead arrangement throughout the cord is
precisely done. This apparently looks like an elegant mangalsutra which is very pious and
important for the married women in our country. Grab this extremely beautiful piece at a very
affordable price out here in the site of Crafts Odisha.
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Diamond shaped dhokra beads
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00544
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This handcrafted beautiful dokra necklace is a perfect example of the beauty with perfection.
This contemporary piece of the necklace will be a perfect fit for any occasion and will make you
stand out of the crowd. This elegant necklace made out of binding several diamond-shaped
golden beads together with a black cord will be a perfect gift for your lady love or for you. So do
not miss out this amazing product available exclusively at crafts Odisha at a very reasonable
price.
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Brass Sun blue threaded dhokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00545
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
The beauty of this necklace is beyond comprehension. Its brass pendant has a beautiful sun
design handcrafted inside the flower pattern. The yellow bead arrangement throughout the
cyan blue colored cord is simple yet attractive. This necklace is apparently hustle-free and
sophisticated. Grab this extremely beautiful piece at a very affordable price out the site of
Crafts Odisha.  
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Dokra beaded brass necklace
Read More
SKU: 00531
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Necklace

Product Description
This beautiful neck piece will enhance your appearance and will create a style statement. This
amazing choker necklace from crafts Odisha gives the perfect definition of beauty. It has finely
handcrafted brass beads arranged all over the black threadwork looks elegant. This dainty
necklace will amaze your loved ones by its extreme beauty or surprise your own self with this
delicate necklace. Get this amazing handcrafted accessory from crafts Odisha at a very
reasonable price.
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Metalic coin dokra beaded
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00533
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
The beauty of this dokra necklace is beyond comprehension. Its brass pendant has a beautiful
sun design handcrafted inside the circular base. The preciseness of the design is amazing and is
beautiful. It looks ancient but also gives a dainty vibe. The brass bead arrangement throughout
the black colored cord is simple yet attractive. This necklace is apparently hustle-free and
sophisticated. Grab this extremely beautiful piece at a very affordable price out the site of
Crafts Odisha.
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Lots of Love - dokra beaded
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00535
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
this unique brass necklace with five heart-shaped pendants attached to the edge of the cord
along with golden beads in between them looks gorgeous. This whimsical necklace will grab the
lime light and focus on you. It will be a perfect match for your Indian as well as the western
outfit. Wear it out to any occasion without the fear of running out of trend. This ancient looking
yet catchy necklace exclusively available for all the beautiful ladies at crafts Odisha for a very
affordable price.
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Yellow Man - Paper Mache Face
Mask
Read More
SKU: 00516
Price: ₹1,048.95 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, wall hanging

Product Description
Paper mache mask is an exquisite art form of Odisha created by the skillful and talented
artisans with creativity and perfection. Here the mask represents a yellow faced man with big
eyes, mustache, fierce look and terrifying expression. It is said that if you hang such masks over
the entrance of your house or office it will drive away every bad omen from your life. The
outlining as well as the detailing of the Mache mask will leave a soul enchanted by the
exquisiteness. With a crown over his head and accessories on his ears the mask is ready to
steal the wows. This mask will not just enhance the beauty of your walls but will also protect
you and your family. So grab this piece at a very affordable price.
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Yellow Man's Face - Paper
Mache Mask
Read More
SKU: 00517
Price: ₹1,048.95 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Paper Mache Masks, Wall Decor
Tags: crafts odisha, door hanging, fashion, handicrafts
, handmade paper, home décor, india, lifestyle, odisha,
paper mache mask, wall hanging

Product Description
Mache mask is an exquisite art form of Odisha created by the skillful and talented artisans with
creativity and perfection. Here the mask represents a yellow faced man with big eyes,
moustache, fierce look and terrifying expression. It is said that if you hang such masks over the
entrance of your house or office it will drive away every bad omen from your life. The outlining
as well as the detailing of the Mache mask will leave a soul enchanted by the exquisiteness.
This mask will not just enhance the beauty of your walls but will also protect you and your
family. So grab this piece at a very affordable price.
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Small size animal hand painted
bottle
Read More
SKU: 00499
Price: ₹1,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table top

Product Description
Pattachitra is the beautiful art form of Odisha glorifying the creativity and skill of the artisans of
Odisha. Here the beauty, creativity and skill upgraded to another level when the waste glass
bottles are transformed into such captivating art works. The combination of colours like white,
green, yellow and blue with varied designs and the central part bearing illustration of cheetah,
snake, peacock and a tortoise brightly and beautifully depicted. The animals are presented in
their natural form with a background of black color which enhances the beauty of the art work.
So grab this pattachitra painted bottle for enhancing the beauty of your house and office.
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Animal painting small size
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00500
Price: ₹1,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: bottle painting, decorative bottles, flower vase,
pattachitra paintings, table top

Product Description
Pattachitra is the beautiful art form of Odisha glorifying the creativity and skill of the artisans of
Odisha. Here the beauty, creativity and skill upgraded to another level by transforming these
waste glass bottles into such captivating art works. The combination of colours like, orange,
green, yellow and blue with varied designs and the central part bearing illustration of birds like
Eagle, reptile like snake and a mixture of cheetah and a bird beautifully depicted. The animals
are presented in their natural form with a forest green background which enhances the beauty
of the art work. So grab this pattachitra painted bottle for enhancing the beauty of your house
and office.
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Bird & animal hand painted
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00502
Price: ₹1,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table top

Product Description
Pattachitra is the beautiful art form of Odisha glorifying the creativity and skill of the artisans of
Odisha. Here the beauty, creativity and skill upgraded to another level when the waste glass
bottles are transformed into such captivating art works. The combination of colours like, red,
white, green, yellow and blue with varied designs and the central part bearing illustration of
elephant, stroke and a cheetah presented as a bird brightly and beautifully depicted. The
animals are presented in their natural form with a yellowish background which magnifies the
beauty of the art work. So grab this pattachitra painted bottle for enhancing the beauty of your
house and office.
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Brahma Vishnu Maheswar hand
painted decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00504
Price: ₹2,072.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table top

Product Description
Brahma, Vishnu and Maheshwar are the trinity of the universe. One is the creator, other is
protector and the last one is the destructor lord. They have their significant importance in
Indian mythology and are worshiped all over the country in various names and forms. Here the
brightly coloured pattachitra painted glass bottles depicts the three supreme lords of the
universe in their ultimate form. The pattachitra is the glory and an exquisite art form of Odisha.
The bottle is painted with yellow, black, blue and pink with vibrant patterns and the lords are
painted with yellow, blue and white shades respectively. So bring this bottle to add on to the
aesthetic of the table in your office or house.
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Animal bird small pattachitra
bottle
Read More
SKU: 00505
Price: ₹1,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table top

Product Description
Pattachitra is the beautiful art form of Odisha glorifying the creativity and skill of the artisans of
Odisha. Here the beauty, creativity and skill upgraded to another level when the waste glass
bottles are transformed into such captivating art works. The combination of colours like, orange,
green, yellow and blue with varied designs and the central part bearing illustration of animals
like cheetah and camel, and bird like a peacock brightly and beautifully depicted. The animals
are presented in their natural form with a forest green background which enhances the beauty
of the art work. So grab this pattachitra painted bottle for enhancing the beauty of your house
and office.
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Animal bird pattachitra
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00506
Price: ₹1,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles

Product Description
Pattachitra is the beautiful art form of Odisha glorifying the creativity and skill of the artisans of
Odisha. Here the beauty, creativity and skill upgraded to another level when the waste glass
bottles are transformed into such captivating art works. The combination of colours like, orange,
black, white and blue with varied designs and the central part bearing illustration of animals like
cheetah, deer and elephant beautifully depicted. The animals are presented in their natural
form with a yellow background with pattern of leaves and trees which enhances the beauty of
the art work. So grab this pattachitra painted bottle for enhancing the beauty of your house and
office.
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Dancing apsara pattachitra
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00507
Price: ₹2,072.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, pattachitra
paintings, table top

Product Description
Apsaras are the epitome of beauty and elegance that are proficient in the art of dancing. The
Apsaras are often presented having eyes like lotus leaves, fair milk white skin, skinny figure
with grace, elegance and beauty, which traits were capable enough of enticing the hearts of the
billions. Here this beautiful pattachitra painted bottle jar presents two apsara dancing with joy
and grace and depicted in a colourful manner while exhibiting the beauty of fusion of creativity,
skill and nature which is capable of stealing the hearts and resolutions and minds of the
spectators. So leave your visitors spell-bound with this amazing unique glass jar.
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Ramayana legends pattachitra
painting bottle
Read More
SKU: 00490
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table decor, table top

Product Description
Lord Rama is the seventh incarnation of Lord Vishnu, an bright example of an obedient son, a
caring brother, an just king and an exemplary character of Hindu mythology of all times. You
must have come across several portrayals of lord Rama, his idols, charts, paintings and lot
more. Here we bring a unique and outstanding portrayal of a part of lord Rama’s life on the
pattachitra painted bottle. The skillful representation over the bland glass bottle is depicting the
victory of lord Rama over Tadaka, his mission of rescuing Ahalya, him blessing the boatman and
his marriage with goddess Sita, the incarnation of goddess Lakshmi. This is a perfect definition
of the magic created when waste meets creativity. So grab this, for enhancing the spiritual
value along with beautification of your house or office at a very affordable price.
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Lord Ganesha pattachitra
painting bottle
Read More
SKU: 00492
Price: ₹5,040.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table decor, table top

Product Description
Pattachitra is a unique art form practiced in few parts of our state. This exquisite art form is
taken up to another level by blending it with glass bottle. This beautiful bottle having a dancing
lord Ganesha imprinted on it adds a serene beauty to the waste glass bottle. This is not just the
mixture of creativity with skill but also a harmonic combination of nature and art. The bright
vibrant colours along with the jolly pot bellied Ganesha will not just enhance the aesthetics of
your office or house but will also hike the spiritual level of your surroundings. So bring this
bottle home to create an impression on minds of the spectators.
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Ganesha birth story hand
painted decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00493
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table decor, table top

Product Description
This bottle is not just a showpiece but also a story teller. The birth of lord Ganesha is a very
important chapter in the Indian mythology, as Lord Ganesha is the bestower of knowledge,
prosperity, success, peace and harmony. This marvelous masterpiece is created out of skill,
excellence and creativity, as the paint is made out of natural substances and gives a smooth
and calming appearance to the painting and the bottle is a waste product recycled to give us
this spectacular outcome. The beautiful chapter starts with the conversation between goddess
Parvati and Lord Shiva, revolves around the beheading of Lord Ganesha in a duel with his father
and ends up with the establishment of Elephant headed Lord Ganesha. So grab this bottle at a
very affordable price.
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Colourful tribal life painting
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00494
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: bottle painting, decorative bottles, flower vase,
Pattachitra, pattachitra paintings, table decor, table
top

Product Description
Patachitra paintings have been an exquisite art form of Odisha and with the brilliance of the
skillful artisans fused with a glass bottle gives a unique, different yet a classy outcome. This
brilliantly painted bottle has fluorescent shades of orange, green, blue, yellow and white with
precise tribal art on it, which is not only beautifying the old waste glass bottle but also will
lighten up your mood and brighten up your house. This bottle will make a beautiful decorative
décor accent. So grab these at a very affordable amount for your friends and family. Patachitra
is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by skilled artisans since decades. Its varied
form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are not just paintings on palm leaves, canvas
or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink. Patachitra Bottles are wonderful fusion of
waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting these bottles are made out of natural
ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society are transformed into these beautiful
artifacts.
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Decorative bottle hand painted
tribal life
Read More
SKU: 00495
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: decorative bottles, flower vase, Pattachitra,
pattachitra paintings, table decor, table top

Product Description
A small phrase describing the unmatched beauty of this bottle is “Simple yet classy”. The bottle
has amazing designs and dainty tribal patterns painted on the white base portraying the scenic
beauty of a tribal area. This distinctive piece of bottle will stay the center of attraction. Bring
this bottle home to decorate it in your shelf or table of house or office. This can be used for
decorating purpose or also can be used as a vase. So grab this at a very affordable amount
before it gets sold out. Patachitra is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by skilled
artisans since decades. Its varied form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are not just
paintings on palm leaves, canvas or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink.
Patachitra Bottles are wonderful fusion of waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting
these bottles are made out of natural ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society
are transformed into these beautiful artifacts.
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Tribal patern hand painted
decorative bottle
Read More
SKU: 00496
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: bottle painting, decorative bottles, flower vase,
Pattachitra, pattachitra paintings, table decor, table
top

Product Description
This beautiful masterpiece created out of waste bottle is itself a live example of the fusion of
culture, nature and skill. This marvelous painted bottle has a wide variety of vibrant shades on
it with alternate rows of white having tribal lifestyle imprinted on it. The tribal patterns and
abstract designs decorated all across the bottle will not just beautify your house or office but
will also provide your table an amazing aesthetic feel. So grab this at a very affordable amount
for your friends and family. Patachitra is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by
skilled artisans since decades. Its varied form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are
not just paintings on palm leaves, canvas or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink.
Patachitra Bottles are wonderful fusion of waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting
these bottles are made out of natural ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society
are transformed into these beautiful artifacts.
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Hand painted tribal life
pattachitra painting bottle
Read More
SKU: 00498
Price: ₹3,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Painting bottles
Tags: bottle painting, decorative bottles, flower vase,
Pattachitra, pattachitra paintings, table decor, table
top

Product Description
This attractive piece of bottle is painted with varied and vibrant colours and the alternate rows
of tribal patterns and abstract designs decorated all across the bottle adds a brilliant texture to
the lifeless glass bottles. This bottle exhibits a perfect blend of colours with abstract designs.
This beautiful bottle will amplify the beauty of your house or office serving as a vase or can be
just used for exhibition. So grab this spectacular piece at a very affordable price for your friends
and family. Patachitra is an exquisite art form of Odisha being practiced by skilled artisans since
decades. Its varied form and beauty is beyond comprehension. They are not just paintings on
palm leaves, canvas or cloths but are stories engraved with color and ink. Patachitra bottles are
wonderful fusion of waste, nature and skill. The paints used for painting these bottles are made
out of natural ingredients and the bottles that are waste for the society are transformed into
these beautiful artifacts.
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Ganesha sitted on mouse black
stone statue 24 inch
Read More
SKU: 00455
Price: ₹35,000.00 Original price was: ₹35,000.00.₹
28,000.00Current price is: ₹28,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Material: Granite/Blackstone
Dimension ( W:H:L): 24:25:8
Position: Sitting

Description: Ganesha sitting on a mouse black stone statue 24 inches, shows the poise and
prowess of the lord. This is a marvy statue of Ganesha seated upon a giant mouse. Craved from
a single piece of granite, with fine details.

He is often addressed as" Gajaanan". In Sanskrit "Gaja" means elephant, "anan" means face. so
the Lord with an elephant face. His body symbolizes different spiritual meanings. He is often
shown with four hands some times many more. Each of his arms holds a different object. The
big head is a symbol of intellect. His big ears symbolize a wise person who hears everything. His
large belly contains the whole cosmos, of which he tied it with a serpent. His trunk above the
mouth teaches us to work more and talk less. Seating upon one leg on the ground and another
is folded up, it's a symbol of maintaining a balance between material and spiritual life.

In this popular aspect, he is holding an Ankusa and Paasa in the upper two arms, and the other
two are held in Varada mudra or Abhay mudra and a bowl of sweet.  Ankusa is used to control
and discipline our mind, paasa symbolizes restraining the mind, the sweet bowl is a reward
once you get mastery over the mind. and finally Lord Ganesha bestows you with all goodwill. 
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His mount mouse has depicted the desire and ego, which will create havoc if not get in our
control, riding upon the mouse,  Lord Ganesha teaches that one will attain enlightenment if he
rides over his desire and not vice versa. The lord will only show you the path to with his
symbolic features, One has to implement in yourself to get the desirable outcomes.

Lord Ganesha protects his devotees from evil eyes and difficulties. banishes obstacles and
hardship in all undertakings whether personal or professional. Ganesha's statue destroys all
negative energies from the surrounding where he kept and spread a positive vibe.  The stone
sculpture is a brilliant masterpiece that fits into any of your indoor or outdoor decor.

Placing: Place him in the north direction. West and Northwest will be also favorable.

Care: Wipe the statue with a  dry cloth or broom periodically.
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